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KITCHEN & BATH



Most Wanted 
Cabinets, vanities, ranges and tiles—here are the hottest 
kitchen and bath items that are currently making us smile

K I T C H E N  &  B AT H

▲

▲  Inspired by Sicily’s active 

stratovolcano Mount Etna, 

FIERO CASA unveils the 

ETNA, a hand-built Italian 

hearth-style brick oven crafted 

in Modena. Available in tiled 

or stucco finishes, the Etna 

provides the same cooking 

capabilities as a professional 

oven, providing the perfect 

place to cook pizzas, fish, meat 

and more. fierocasa.com

 

▲  Introduced this summer, 

Hidden Circles by ARTISTIC 

TILE embodies their signature 

style of flawlessly formed luxe 

stones that are turned into bold, 

geometric patterns. artistictile.com

▲

▲

▲  NEWPORT BRASS recently 

introduced Midnight Chrome, a 

specially engineered finish that 

features a blackish-blue tint over 

a chrome base. The twist on this 

timeless classic gives modern 

fixtures, including the East 

Linear pulldown kitchen faucet, a 

timeless and modern appeal.  

newportbrass.com
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▲  The new Sartus collection designed by STEFANO CAVAZZANA FOR MANDI CASA, 

features an elegant wooden frame that draws the shapes of the storage. Based on an 

unprecedented line of modular elements, it allows the development, both in height and in 

width, of different solutions, thanks to an articulated program of complements and accessories: 

washbasins resting on metal consoles or integrated sinks; equipped door bars and accessories; 

towel holders; mirrors’ wall bookcases; consoles; and columns. mandicasa.com  

▲ Known for their 

intelligent systems and 

solutions, HENRYBUILT 

recently introduced the 

DAYLIGHT ISLAND BY 

SPACE THEORY, an 

open-storage, grid-like 

concept that allows for 

easy configuration and use. 

henrybuilt.com

▲

▲

▲ World-renowned L’ATELIER 

PARIS developed a new collection 

of rich tones that will be offered in 

all L’Atelier Paris’s kitchen ranges 

and metal cabinetry. Influenced 

by the Parisian lifestyle, custom 

tones include Harbor Blue, 

Gossamer Pink, Daffodil, Skydiver 

and Cocoa Mocha (shown here).

leatelierparis.com

▲

  MOLTENI&C AND 

DADA just released 

the stunning, newly 

reinterpreted TIVALÌ 

KITCHEN solution 

designed by the 

world-renowned Yabu 

Pushelberg. “The kitchen 

is a venue dedicated to 

partnership, whether it 

be between ingredients, 

friends, families or stories. 

The Tivalì Kitchen is 

the story of how these 

ingredients are brought 

together,” says Pushelberg.

dada-kitchens.com
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